CONTACT UNIQUIA MANIGAULT TODAY!

SHE'S A CONFIDENCE COACH!
SHE CAN HELP YOU BUILD YOUR CONFIDENCE & WALK INTO THE NEW U!

AUTHOR OF
"THE POWER OF U"

Uniquia will teach you 6
steps on how to
experience, release and
use the POWER of U!
THROUGH her book,
public speaking and
retreat you will have the
time of your life as
Uniquia will unleash the
hidden secrets that's been
holding you back from
obtaining your true
purpose in life.

"Before you can move the mountains, you must first train your mind to
believe. For as a man thinketh so is he. So if you have goals you'd like to
achieve go for them CONFIDENTLY! When your confident in your beliefs
there's NOTHING you can't achieve
~ Uniquia Manigault

UNIQUIA MANIGAULT - FOUNDER,
Uniquia's Performing Arts Studio
About Uniquia
Uniquia is Founder/CEO of I AM UNIQUIA CO. & Uniquia's Performing Arts Studio. A
graduate from Clark Atlanta University with a BA in Theatre Arts, Uniquia is an
author, professional actress, model, poet, host, comedian, public speaker and
entertainer. She's a Self Confidence Coach who teaches women and girls how to feel
good about themselves. She specializes in building the self esteem & self confidence.
NO MATTER YOUR AGE, SIZE or ETHNICITY, Uniquia has a program for you!
Uniquia is dedicated to showing women and girls how to release doubt and gain
confidence and focus to step into the knew U with the ability to walk in complete
confidence; having a strong determination to do, be and become’. She helps young
women and girls gain, restore, and maintain confidence while refining their image for
successful self-presentation in any environment; further advancing Uniquia's mission.
Uniquia has been in the entertainment and entrepreneurial arena for over twenty years.
Her coaching, experience and degree in Theatre Arts validates her to provide clear step
by step life coaching systems, strategies and models to help her clients confidently step
into their true purpose in life with pure CONFIDENCE!

Uniquia's Philosophy
Uniquia's philosophy is simple- she provides a clear step-by-step system to
shape and build the self confidence of women and girls to become future
leaders through her unique classes in modeling, acting, writing, poetry,
leadership and entrepreneurship training
Uniquia's classes are faith based and she believes that when you work with
confidence, walk and talk with confidence then you will lead and model
what it means to achieve true success in life. Being confident is not being
arrogant or aggressive. Rather, being confident is having trust in yourself
and your abilities to succeed. Being confident means that you are not
wavering on who you are and what you can do. It means that you are
certain about the truth and you believe in yourself; a feeling of self
assurance arising from your own abilities or qualities.

FOUR WAYS TO BE COACHED BY UNIQUIA
Uniquia's Performing Arts Studio
This is a very unique studio teaching and mentoring girls and
young women ages 5-17 in leadership skills,
entrepreneurship, etiquette skills, building self confidence and
self attainment through Uniquia's step-by-step system that's
taught through her coaching modeling, acting, writing and
poetry.

Group Training for Adults
You will join a fantabulous group of women who have chosen to
step out of their comfort zone! Seats are always limited so
expect a small but intense group of top performers. This is an
amazing group coaching system where you get masterful
coaching and real world application that will help you become a
better U.

Adult Model Workout Confidence Builder
Uniquia focuses on building the self confidence and self esteem
of women 18 and older. This group of women learn how to feel
good about who they are and dig deep inside personally,
professionally and spiritually to find their true purpose in life

Independent Contractor
Coach Uniquia Manigault is also an independent contractor.
She can come to your studio/organization and teach your girls
how to model the runway, acting, writing and poetry. She's
available to make special guest appearances and or speak,
motivate and inspire your girls. She's a CONFIDENCE Coach!
She can help build the self confidence and self esteem!

Some of Uniquia’s Speaking Engagements Include:
Living in Truth
Confidence Is Key
The Power of U!
______________________________________

Contact InfoSocial Media:
FB: IAmUniquia
LinkedIn: UniquiaManigault
YouTube: UniquiaManigault
Twitter: Uniquia Manigault@IAmUniquia
Uniquia Manigault
Union City, GA
www.iamuniquia.com
470-878-8465
______________________________________

"LIVING IN TRUTH" is an inspirational poetry book
with over 50 poems written by Uniquia to soothe the
soul, create healing and give therapy to the mind
body and soul. Uniquia uses this book as a guiding
tool to help inspire her students to write and speak
poetry. It helps to build the confidence on public
speaking. The book is available in hard copy, audio
and visual. She wants to inspire and motivate you
to believe in your dreams & goals. All books ordered before
2:00pm will be shipped the same business day. Books ordered
after 2:00pm will be shipped the next business day. Thanks for
walking this journey with Uniquia. She is available to speak or
perform poetry at your next event.

